[Bioinformatics and GenEnv database in biological risk management].
Identification and molecular typing of environmental isolates by molecular techniques requires knowledge of the genetic characteristics of the microbe species being examined. The introduction of automated sequences has greatly speeded up the entire sequencing process as well as improved the accuracy of the collected information. Bioinformatics tools have become indispensable not only for setting up research studies, but also for storing, organizing and managing enormous quantities of sequencing data. Despite its great advantages, the use of bioinformatics is hindered by difficulties in learning how to use its software tools. The GenEnv database was developed to provide operators involved in biological risk management with a user-friendly tool for sequence analysis. Presently, there are over 20.000 sequence records, and over 9000 bacterial species represented in the database. The initial gene set comprises rDNA16S, rpoB, gyrB. The system allows sequence-driven microbe identification as well as the development of study protocols for research on specific microbe species. Nucleotide sequences are represented graphically. The GenEnv database was designed as a tool for public health operators but also offers wide prospects for scientific research.